Terry is the author of The Good Braider, an ALA Best
Book for Young Adults and Either the Beginning or the
End of the World, a Maine Literary Award winner. She
also writes award-winning picture books, Her themes are
often about new Americans and crossing cultures.

Pr aise for Terry's Wor kshops
"Terry has a way of creating a trusting, collaborative group
quickly and easily." Mary Barroll, Princeton (MA) Public
Library
“Terry’s never-ending energy, patience, creativity and
apparent love for passing on the gift of reading and writing
were clearly evident in her presentations. The knowledge
she gave our girls will stay with them forever.”
– Director, YWCA Teen Program, Lawrence, MA
"Students were proud to assist Terry and take on the roles
of the brothers in Luis Paints the World. So empowering."
Jen Berkowitz, Ossipee Elementary School, Ossipee, NH

School and Library
Programs with
Terry Farish

Programs & Workshops with
Teens and Adults (some examples)
Children of War A multimedia program that
captures the larger picture of contemporary
displacement due to war and also the journey from a
country at war to the U.S. of one South Sudanese girl,
Viola, in The Good Braider.

Finding the Dove Reading and writing with
English Language Learners. A fun workshop in which
everyone becomes a storyteller.

The Patience of a Cat Writing workshop on
creating a children's book including a slow read of a
picture book to explore its construction,

Author Presentations for Schools and
Libraries
Creative Writing and Yoga Terry is a certified
yoga instructor. This is a fun mix-up of stretching and
writing and generating creativity.

Terry offers many classroom and assembly
programs for schools and community learning centers.
Contact: tfarish@gmail.com

Stories Alive! Terry promotes
reading and writing in programs for
kids K - 5
Welcome to an interactive author program with
reader's theatre, movement, and writing.
Josephs's Big Ride, illus. by Ken Daley, Pre-K – 2
"A joyful upbeat tale that takes a positive
perspective on an immigrant child's first encounters."
Kirkus Reviews
Luis Paints the World, illus. by Oliver Dominguez,
K-5 "Its beautiful message will warm the hearts of
readers and inspire them to make art of their own."
ALA-Booklist
The Cat Who Liked Potato Soup, illus. by Barry
Root, for animal lovers of all ages. A Bulletin of the
Center for Children's Books Blue Ribbon Winner,

